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Overview of Implementation Options 

PM 10 introduces enhancements to the way Invoices and Statements are produced. The 
following three options are available: 

Option 1 – No change 

After upgrading to PM 10 with default settings, clients can continue to use their existing Invoice 
and Statement customisations. No further action is required. 

Option 2 – Implement REPX Layouts  

PM 10 has enhanced the management of Invoice narrations to be much more consistent and 
now truly WYSIWYG. In order for this to work, existing Invoice as well as Statement layouts 
must be converted to a new format, called REPX. Configuration steps for implementing REPX 
Layouts are contained in this document. The process of producing Invoices and Statements will 
also change slightly and may involve some retraining. 

Option 3 –Bulk Correspondence functionality (also requires REPX Layouts) 

A major new feature in PM 10 is the ability to send Invoices and Statements as emails in bulk. 
As well as requiring the existing layouts to be upgraded to REPX and following implementation 
steps for Option 2, this also requires a number of additional implementation steps and decisions 
to be made. Instructions for the additional steps involved in implementing bulk correspondence 
are contained in this document.  

 

Purpose of this document 

The Configuration Manual serves two purposes: 

1) It allows development to communicate to consulting the steps and options for 
configuration of the software that are essential for the production of the Pre Imp. 

2) It provides consulting with a detailed list of instructions for how to configure the product 
when on-site that goes beyond the Pre-Imp.  

 

Before the software can be configured and the steps documented in this document can be 
actioned, it is assumed that: 

• All product prerequisites have been met; 
• PM 10 software has been successfully installed; 
• The Version Control MDB file was successfully run against the database server; 
• Reckon APS can be started and an administrator account is available with permission 

to access the necessary Administration Consoles 
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Configuration Steps 

Implement REPX layouts (Option 2) 

The PM 10 default installation will continue to work with any existing Invoice (dll and dsr) and 
Statement (rpx) customisations in place. Printing and emailing of Invoices is not affected. 

The practice however may choose to implement the new Invoice and Statement layouts (REPX) 
formats in order to take advantage of the much improved WYSIWYG Invoice Narration 
management in 10 without sending Bulk Emails. 

Implementing REPX layouts is also a prerequisite to implementing Bulk Email Correspondence.  

Note: All Appendices relating to REPX Layouts begin with an A. 

Ref Configuration Step Details in 
Appendix 

Explanation Status 

1 Gather client 
configuration 
information 

A1 Gather information from client at Pre-Imp meeting 
and record outcomes to questions in Appendix A1 

 

2 Set Administrator 
rights  

 Grant permissions needed by the consultant to 
implement REPX Layouts. 

JOE  Administration: 

• System Administration Consoles / 
Entities  

• System Administration Consoles / 
Entities / Correspondence 

• System Administration Consoles / 
System and User Settings 

• Advanced Actions / Correspondence 
• Advanced Actions / Correspondence 

Administration 

DB:  

• db_owner or higher DB permissions  

File System: 

• Access to relevant network folders 

 

 

3 Configure SUPS 
Settings 

A2 Configure System SUPS Settings needed for 
REPX configuration based on data captured in 
Appendix A1. 

This involves the settings: 

- Email Address Attribute ID 
- Email Size Warning Threshold 
- Inv/Stmt Contact Relationship Type ID 
- Show All Entities on Grid 
- Use REPX Layouts 
- Direct Print Allowed Item Threshold 
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4 Configure Entity Level 
Correspondence 
Settings 

A3 Configure Entity level attributes based on data 
captured in Appendix A1. 

Reckon APS will now use a template approach to 
provide a generated default Email body. This 
applies when using REPX layouts even if the 
practice is not sending Bulk Emails. Email Body 
templates need to be configured at the Entity 
level. Appendix A3 explains how to do this. 

 

5 Test Invoice and 
Statement functionality 
with standard Invoice 
and Statement 
Templates 

 Prior to installing any customised REPX files it is 
recommended that the default implementation is 
tested. Produce both Invoices and Statements in 
both Print and Email format for at least one Entity 
using the default REPX files 
(adv2000\Invoice.repx and 
adv2000\Statement.rpx) before installing any 
customised REPX files. 

 

6 Install Invoice and 
Statement 
customisations 

A4 Any customised REPX files need to be copied to 
network locations, configured in Entity Console 
and associated scripts (if any) run at this stage. 

 

7 Set JOE Permissions 
for users / groups 

A5 Decide who in the organisation can make 
changes to Entity level Correspondence settings 
and access the Correspondence Administration 
application. 

 

8 Configure PDF Reader A6 When printing using the PDF Print option, the 
printing will be performed using the locally 
installed PDF Reader. This in most cases will be 
Adobe Reader, but clients may have their own 
preference. 

We have discovered that in order to maintain 
printing fidelity between Direct Print and PDF 
Print, the PDF Reader’s print settings need to be 
manually set to disable scaling and use “Actual” 
size.  
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Implement Bulk Correspondence (Option 3) 

REPX layouts are a pre-requisite for Bulk Correspondence; therefore implementation steps 
above for Option2 must be complete before beginning the steps below. 

For practices that want to email Invoices or Statements in bulk, additional configuration is 
required. Bulk Correspondence uses SMTP as opposed to Outlook to send emails. Review 
Appendix B1 to consider configuration options. 

Note: All Appendices relating to Implementing Bulk Correspondence begin with a B. 

Ref Configuration 
Step 

Details in 
Appendix 

Explanation Status 

1 Gather client 
configuration 
information 

B1 Gather information from client at Pre-Imp meeting 
and record outcomes to questions in Appendix B1 

Summary: 

- Basic SUPS / Entity level settings 
- Decide on Suitable Configuration for 

SMTP 
o Discuss Blacklisting 
o Discuss 3

rd
 Party Mass Email 

Providers 
o Discuss SMTP Relay Server 

options 
- Record SMTP specific SUPS settings 

 

2 Ensure Client’s 
environment  is ready 
for implementation 

 Before Reckon APS can be configured / tested for 
SMTP the following need to be confirmed: 

- Is Exchange configured? (if required) 
- Has 3

rd
 Party Mass Email Provider been 

set up and credentials available? (if 
required) 

- Has a SMTP Relay Server been installed? 
(if required) 

- Has the client’s firewall been configured 
according to the configuration selected? 

 

3 Configure SUPS 
Settings for Bulk 

B2 Configure System SUPS Settings based on data 
captured in Appendix B1 and test settings using the 
Correspondence Admin Tool. 

This involves the settings: 

- Default EML/PDF folder location 
- Default Invoice (and Statement) Output 

Type 
- SMTP Encryption 
- SMTP Server Address 
- SMTP Server Password 
- SMTP Server Port 
- SMTP Server User Name 
- Use Bulk Correspondence 

 

4 Configure Entity 
Level 
Correspondence 
Attributes 

B3 Configure Entity level attributes based on data 
captured in Appendix B1 

This includes the following: 

- Invoice  Email Sender Address 
- Statement Email Sender Address 
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- Add Unsubscribe to Email Body MHT and 
consider size implications of MHT Body for 
mass email. 

5 Enable client level 
attributes  

B4 By default the PM 10 V installs both client attributes 
that store the client preference (Print or Email) for 
Invoice / Statement as unused. In order for these to 
show up in the Details page and new Client 
Creation wizard, they need to be turned on in 
Attribute Administration. 

 

6 Email and Print Job 
Size 

 

Review Email Body 
and Invoice / 
Statement PDF 
design and 
attachment sizes 

B5 Depending on design choices made, the 
combination of generated Email Body (From Entity 
level Template) and Invoice or Statement PDF 
attachment (based on the custom REPX layout) 
may result in large emails.  

The appendix explains how the final output size can 
be determined and common sense guidelines. 

Even though it is important to design sensible Email 
Bodies and Invoice and Statement reports even 
when the practice does not bulk email, this is even 
more important in a Bulk Email environment. 

 

7 Set JOE to allow 
selected users / 
groups to send bulk 
emails 

 Granting the following JOE permission will give 
selected users the ability to email more than one 
piece of correspondence (Invoices or Statements) 
in a single operation: (by default this is not granted) 

 

Users without this JOE right who attempt to process 
more than one correspondence item with 
Output=Email will see a warning message when 
clicking the Process button and will be unable to 
continue unless they change their choice of output 
type to Print or process items individually. 
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Appendix A1 - Client Information (REPX Layouts) 

The following high level decisions need to be made before implementation can begin.  

Readiness Checklist and Basic Settings 

Ref Question Technical Details / Explanation Response / Answer 

1 Would you like to use a 
Relationship to allow PM to use 
email addresses from specific 
individuals linked to clients 
(where a relationship exists)? 

This may be useful only once the 
practice is using bulk 
correspondence. 

If a suitable existing relationship type 
exists, this can be used, otherwise 
one can be created. Note down the 
Relationship Type ID or name if it 
exists. 

 

2 Storage of Recipient Email 
Addresses  

Which email address attribute ID 
will be used to store email 
addresses? (Make a note of the 
ID) 

 

A standard Implementation assumes 
that: 

1) Email addresses will be 
stored singularly in an 
address attribute instance 
record (ie. in cdbAddrInst) 
but can have multiple 
instances, see Appendix A7 
for more information. 

2) Email addresses will be 
sourced from the same 
attribute ID regardless 
whether this is from a client 
record or a relationship-
linked individual 

3) The same relationship type 
and email address will be 
used for both Invoices and 
Statements 

 

3 Email Body Templates 

Do you currently have any 
standard text or templates for 
population of email body text 
when sending Invoices or 
Statements by Email? 

Reckon APS requires two separate 
templates for Invoices and 
Statements for each entity that will be 
used to pre-populate the Email Body.   

This is an opportunity to set a 
standard for your practice for email 
communication around Invoices and 
Statements. 

 

4 Do you print Invoices or 
Statements onto pre-printed 
letterhead paper? If so, does 
your stationery differ for different 
entities? 

There is a SUPS setting called “Show 
all Entities in Grid” that can restrict 
processing of correspondence 
(Invoices and Statements) to one 
Entity at a time. In the case of pre-
printed stationery, this assists with 
separating print jobs on different 
letterheads. 

Also, if using letterhead paper, this 
may influence the design of REPX 
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reports. We now have the ability to 
hide specified content when printing, 
but show this when emailing. 

5 Do you consolidate Statements 
for multiple Entities? If so, 
document which groups of 
Entities will consolidate. 

Debtors will now only allow the 
selection of multiple Entities for the 
same Statement run if they 
consolidate to the same Entity. 
(Attribute “Statement Consolidating 
Entity” attribute (Correspondence 
page - Entity Console). 

Note: By default each Entity 
consolidates only to itself. For REPX, 
all Entity level values (both from 
Details and Correspondence pages) 
are now sourced from the “Statement 
Consolidating Entity”, even if only one 
of the entities within a group is chosen 
for a statement run. 

This means once “grouped” they will 
share the same layout REPX file, and 
the same Entity level fields. 

If you need to switch an Entity back to 
printing Statements purely for itself 
(from consolidating) then this can be 
done by changing the “Statement 
Consolidating Entity” attribute to point 
back to itself. 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT!  

For the initial conversion Reckon development can base the new REPX layouts 
entirely on the client’s existing customisation files in our Reckon Source Control 
storage.  
 
If the client however requests subsequent changes once the initial conversion has 
been delivered and is installed in production, then a Backup ZIP file must be 
delivered to Reckon development. 
 
Instructions on how to do this are contained within the Correspondence User 
Guide as well as this document in Appendix I. 
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Appendix A2 – SUPS Settings (REPX Layouts) 

The following SUPS settings are available under the CORRESPONDENCE category: 

 

SUPS Settings Relevant to REPX Layout Implementation 

Setting Explanation 

BPay Biller Reference Prefix For Australian clients that use BPay, under REPX this SUPS setting is 
used in the calculation to specify if a prefix should be prepended to the 
Biller Reference. Example: if field contains 1 then a 1 is used as prefix 
to any calculated Biller Reference. 

WARNING! Modifying this field to anything other than that which was 
used when the practice was approved by their Bank for BPay will 
generate checksum values that differ to those expected by the Bank. 

BPay Length of Biller Reference 
(Incl. prefix) 

For Australian clients that use BPay, under REPX this SUPS setting is 
used in the calculation to specify the total length (including any prefix 
and the check digit) of the Biller Reference. The Biller Reference will be 
left-padded with zeros prior to adding the prefix to achieve this length.   

WARNING! Modifying this field to anything other than that which was 
used when the practice was approved by their Bank for BPay will 
generate checksum values that differ to those expected by the Bank if 
modulus version 5 is used or a prefix is present. 
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BPay Modulus 10 Version For Australian clients that use BPay, under REPX this SUPS setting is 
used to specify the calculation version to use. Currently Reckon APS 
can perform Modulus 10 Version 1 and Modulus 10 Version 5. This 
field should only hold the actual version number (ie. 1 or 5). Defaults to 
1. 

WARNING! Modifying this field to anything other than that which was 
used when the practice was approved by their Bank for BPay will 
generate checksum values that differ to those expected by the Bank. 

Direct Print Allowed Item 
Threshold 

The memory efficiency when producing large runs of Invoices and 
Statements has been significantly improved with REPX. A new “PDF 
Print” option on the correspondence page produces a single PDF 
containing all correspondence items in the batch and then passes this 
for printing to whatever PDF Reader application (such as Adobe 
Reader) is installed on the user’s machine. The PDF production 
mechanism has a flat-line memory usage pattern, as opposed to 
creating the entire report in memory and printing from Reckon APS 
(The “Direct Print” option), which consumes memory incrementally with 
each item produced. 

This SUPS setting specifies the maximum number of correspondence 
items that the user is allowed to print directly from Reckon APS within a 
single process run. If the user exceeds this threshold, then the “PDF 
Print” option is automatically selected, and the “Direct Print” option 
greyed out. 

Email Address Attribute ID This is the attribute ID of the Address Attribute used to source email 
addresses for both clients and relationship linked clients/individuals. 
For most clients this should be 231. 

Inv/Stmt Contact Relationship 
Type ID 

The Relationship Type ID (Can now be read from RelationshipID 
attribute on Relationship Type console, Details page). If a relationship 
of this type exists for a given practice, then the email address for both 
invoices and Statements will be sourced from the related record 
instead of the client record. This SUPS setting can be left blank if 
relationships are not used. 

Show all Entities in Grid The Correspondence preview page can show all entities in the grid, or 
can force the user to show items related to only one Entity at a time. 
This is a useful feature where the practice prints to letterhead and 
wants to ensure that the operator prints items belonging to each entity 
separately. 

Set to True if Practice does not print to letterhead or letterhead for all 
entities is identical. 

Set to False if Practice prints to letterhead and this can differ for 
different entities 

Use REPX Layouts Set this to True to enable REPX Layouts. If set to False, then PM will 
continue to use the current Invoice and Statement preview screen and 
clients can continue to use their current customisations and all other 
Correspondence SUPS settings are disregarded.  NOTE: Use Bulk 
Correspondence does not need to be enabled for REPX to be enabled. 

The four SUPS settings beginning with SQL allow for more complex customisation of Invoice 
and Statements (see separate document on Invoice and Statement Customisation) as well as 
for the creation of custom merge fields (for Email Subject, PDF Filename, EML Archive 
Filename and Email Body Template attributes in Entity console, Correspondence page). Do not 
modify any other SUPS settings in the CORRESPONDENCE section at this stage.  
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Appendix A3 – Entity Level Attributes (REPX Layouts) 

A number of additional settings related to REPX implementation are maintained in the Entity 
console, Correspondence page. 

 

There are two groups of attributes (Type=Invoice or Statement), which are identical for Invoice 
and Statements.  

Attribute Explanation 

<Type> Layout Network path to the report layout file (*.REPX) that defines how the data 
in the report is presented. If the reports are customised, then Reckon 
will supply customised .REPX files. Note: Do not delete or rename the 
original templates that ship with Reckon APS and always save 
customised .REPX filed using their own unique name. 

<Type> Email Subject Defines how Reckon APS builds the Email Subject. This field can 
include merge fields (contained in <>). 

<Type> Email Sender 
Address 

The email address used as the “Sender” address when Bulk 
Correspondence is enabled. Only required if Bulk Email 
Correspondence is being implemented. 

<Type> Email Body 
Template 

 

Network path to a template file that defines how Reckon APS will build 
the Email Body. This file can be either an MHT file (images are 
embedded) or HTM file (images are linked using absolute URLs and are 
downloaded when user opens the email). MHT is the default 
mechanism and is editable by our editor (click the pencil). If the practice 
produces their own HTML content, then this cannot be modified using 
the editor (as it will attempt to embed any images), but the file can still 
be referenced here. 
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<Type> PDF Filename Defines how Reckon APS builds the filename of the PDF that is added 
as an attachment to the email. This field can include merge fields 
(contained in <>). This Attribute is by default not editable as it should be 
modified by consulting. 

<Type> EML Archive 
Filename 

Defines how Reckon APS builds the filename of the EML file that will be 
saved for each outgoing emails. This field can include merge fields 
(contained in <>). This Attribute is also by default not editable as it 
should be modified by consulting only. 

Statement Consolidation 

The Statement Consolidating Entity attribute specifies how information for Statements is 
derived: 

Attribute Explanation 

Statement Consolidating 
Entity 

The Entity to which the current Entity will consolidate for Statement 
purposes. By default each Entity will consolidate to itself. 

A practice needs to decide which groups of Entities (if any) will be consolidated for Statements. 
For Entities to be allowed to consolidate on Statements when chosen from Debtors, they need 
to have the same Statement Consolidated Entity attribute. This attribute identifies which Entity 
will provide the Statement layout file (REPX), Correspondence Details (such as Invoice Email 
Subject, Sender Address, Body Template, etc) and any other Entity level information to be 
shown on the statement, such as Entity Legal Name, Entity Postal Address, Bank and Account 
details. 

 

IMPORTANT!  

If an Entity’s Statement Consolidating Entity attribute is pointed to an Entity other 
than itself, it will always use that other Entity’s REPX layout file, Correspondence 
settings and Entity Details data for Statement production, even if it is the only 
Entity selected for a Statement run. This means that the practice needs to design 
this structure carefully, especially how consolidation maps to layouts required and 
which Entity’s information they are expecting to appear on consolidated 
Statements. 
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Appendix A4 – Custom Layouts (REPX Layouts) 

The Reckon Development team needs to convert a clients’ existing dll (Invoice) and rpx 
(Statement) layouts to the new format (REPX) before final configuration of the production 
system can be performed. This is not a trivial task as it involves a partial re-customisation. 
Please allow sufficient time in the project plan for Development to perform this task. Even 
though the cost of “like-for-like” conversions will be borne by Reckon, these jobs must be logged 
the same way as any other Invoice and Statement customisation in VMWare. 

When the REPX files are ready, copy these to a suitable network location and change the 
Invoice Layout and Statement Layout attributes in the Entity console (Correspondence page) to 
reference them.   

Choosing a network location simplifies deployment and ensures all users reference the same 
templates, so is highly recommended. There really is no good argument for saving REPX files in 
the adv2000 directory any more. This is a new feature since the previous Invoice dll had to 
reside in adv2000. 

If the Invoice / Statement customisation was complex and involves sourcing additional data for 
use in the report, then you may also have to run SQL scripts at this point (which development 
will provide). 

 

IMPORTANT!  

Always give customised REPX files their own names and leave the default REPX 
files that ship with Reckon APS in their default install location (adv2000) with their 
default names, otherwise Reckon APS will attempt to repair itself, because it 
thinks an installed file has been deleted. 

 

An explanation of how to perform Invoice and Statement customisations is outside of the scope 
of this document. For detailed information please consult the Invoice and Statements Report 
Customisation Manual. 

Prior to installing any REPX layouts or running scripts that may change any SQL Additional 
Fields values, it is highly recommended that a backup is made of all REPX customisations and 
related settings. This can be done by using the Correspondence Administration screen (please 
see Invoice and Statement Report Customisation Manual or online help for a detailed 
description of this screen) 
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Appendix A5 - JOE Rights (REPX Layouts) 

There are three JOE permissions that relate to an implementation of PM 10 REPX layouts: 

1. The ability to access the Correspondence Administration Area. Administrators or 
practice managers who need the ability to produce ZIP files to back up all REPX files 
and related SUPS / Entity data or to test SMTP settings (see Testing SMTP Settings) 
need this right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The ability to edit Correspondence information related to Entities. Administrators 
or practice managers who need to view or maintain Entity correspondence details need 
these rights. 
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Appendix A6 – Configure PDF Reader for Printing (REPX 
Layouts) 

To maintain fidelity between Direct Print and PDF Print options, when printing using the PDF 
Print option, the locally installed PDF Reader needs to be configured to disable scaling of print 
jobs and print the PDF in “actual” size. 

For example, in Adobe Reader XI’s print screen the option look like this: 

 

If the default option (Fit) is selected, then the resulting print job will be scaled down to 
accommodate printer margins (which have however already been incorporated by Reckon APS 
and are therefore unnecessary). 

Other PDF Readers (such as Foxit Reader) will have similar options, but a discussion of all 
other PDF readers is beyond the scope of this document.  

It is recommended that the implementation team tests out which settings for the PDF reader 
yield the same results when comparing a printed Invoice or Statement using both Direct Print 
and PDF Print. They should be a perfect match. 

Setting this option correctly should form part of the training process and users that do bulk print 
runs should be trained to check this option every time. 
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Appendix A7 - Multi-instance E-mail Address quality 

The purpose of this sample is to show how you can re-number existing multi-instance e-mail 
addresses. There is already a KB article on this subject, KB 9238. 

If your client wishes to use (or already uses) a multi instance email address attribute, then it is 
worth having the instance records re-numbered. 

This sample used attribute ID = 231 as it is our ‘standard’ e-mail address type attribute. 

 

In the example above, this script could only be relevant to attribute ‘Email’, the instances are 
stored on the cdbAddrInst table. 

 

This is what the data looks like before the field ainAttribInstID is renumbered. 

 

This is what the data looks like after the field ainAttribInstID is renumbered. 

To give a count of the records to be changed: 

SELECT  *, (SELECT CASE WHEN max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID) = -1 THEN 

max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID) +2 ELSE max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID)  + 1 END  

FROM cdbAddrInst INSTID WHERE cdbAddrInst.ainObjectID = INSTID.ainObjectID  

AND  cdbAddrInst.ainObjectInstID = INSTID.ainObjectInstID AND 
cdbAddrInst.ainAttribID = INSTID.ainAttribID AND INSTID.ainAttribID =  231) as 

maxinstid   

 FROM cdbAddrInst  WHERE ainAttribID = 231 AND ainAttribInstID = -1 AND 1 =  

(SELECT aobMultipleInst FROM cdbAttribObj WHERE aobAttribID = 231) 

 

SELECT * , (SELECT CASE WHEN max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID) = -1 THEN 
max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID) + 2 ELSE max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID)  + 1 END  
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FROM cdbAddrInst INSTID WHERE cdbAddrInst.ainObjectID = INSTID.ainObjectID  

AND  cdbAddrInst.ainObjectInstID = INSTID.ainObjectInstID AND 

cdbAddrInst.ainAttribID = INSTID.ainAttribID AND INSTID.ainAttribID =  231) as 
maxinstid   

 FROM cdbAddrInst WHERE ainAttribID = 231 AND ainAttribInstID = 0 AND 1 = 

(SELECT aobMultipleInst FROM cdbAttribObj WHERE aobAttribID = 231) 

 

 

----To update these records:  

UPDATE cdbAddrInst SET ainAttribInstID = (SELECT CASE WHEN 
max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID) = -1 THEN max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID) +2 ELSE 

max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID)  + 1 END  

FROM cdbAddrInst INSTID WHERE cdbAddrInst.ainObjectID = INSTID.ainObjectID  

AND  cdbAddrInst.ainObjectInstID = INSTID.ainObjectInstID AND 

cdbAddrInst.ainAttribID = INSTID.ainAttribID AND INSTID.ainAttribID =  231)  

WHERE ainAttribID = 231 AND ainAttribInstID = -1 AND 1 = (SELECT aobMultipleInst 
FROM cdbAttribObj WHERE aobAttribID = 231 ) 

 

UPDATE cdbAddrInst SET ainAttribInstID = (SELECT CASE WHEN 

max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID) = -1 THEN max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID) +2 ELSE 
max(INSTID.ainAttribInstID)  + 1 END  

FROM cdbAddrInst INSTID WHERE cdbAddrInst.ainObjectID = INSTID.ainObjectID  

AND  cdbAddrInst.ainObjectInstID = INSTID.ainObjectInstID AND 
cdbAddrInst.ainAttribID = INSTID.ainAttribID AND INSTID.ainAttribID =  231) 

WHERE ainAttribID = 231 AND ainAttribInstID = 0 AND 1 = (SELECT aobMultipleInst 

FROM cdbAttribObj WHERE aobAttribID = 231 ) 

 
This update script will renumber all instance records in the cdbAddrInst table for the designated 
attribute that are either -1 or 0 to the first available number starting at 1. 
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Appendix B1 - Client Information (Bulk Correspondence) 

The following high level decisions need to be made before implementation can begin.  

 

IMPORTANT!  

Ensure that you have a representative from the practice’s IT function with network 
administrator or similar skillset present for the discussion relating to SMTP 
configuration options – under heading SMTP Setup below. 

 

Readiness Checklist and Basic Settings 

Ref Question Technical Details / Explanation Response / Answer 

1 Targets for Bulk Emailing How will you gather information about 
which clients should receive their 
Invoices / Statements via Email as 
opposed to Print?  

 

2 Quality of email addresses How will you maintain integrity of your 
email addresses? 

Is a clean-up of email address data 
prior to enabling Bulk Email 
functionality required?  What 
processes are you putting in place to 
ensure quality will be maintained? 

 

3 How would you like Invoices and 
Statements to be delivered to 
new clients? 

For Invoices (Print or Email) 

For Statements (Print or Email) 

 

PM 10 creates new client attributes 
(one for Invoice and one for 
Statement) for storing each client’s 
preference for delivery mechanism 
(Print or Email). 

In SUPS there are two settings to 
indicate how these values default for 
newly added clients (Default Invoice 
Output Type and Default Statement 
Output Type). This default value can 
be overridden by the user at the time 
clients are added. 

 

4 Audit Trail of Sent Emails  

Please provide the path to a 
network folder (Accessible to all 
users that will email) where 
Reckon APS will save copies of 
all outgoing Invoice and 
Statement emails. 

 

SMTP does not automatically keep a 
copy of outgoing mail (Outlook has 
Sent Items).  

When implementing bulk email 
correspondence, Reckon APS 
provides a mechanism to save EML.* 
and MSG.* files representing 
complete outgoing emails (including 
attachments) to a designated network 
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folder. 

A SUPS setting “Email Audit Folder 
for EML files” specifies the designated 
folder to write these files to. If this is 
left blank, then files are not saved. 

The filenames given to the email files 
are built from the Entity level “EML 
Audit Filename” attribute (by default 
not editable) 

* EML is a file extension for an e-mail message 
saved to a file in the MIME RFC 822 standard 
format by Microsoft Outlook Express as well as 
many other email programs 

SMTP Setup 

Emails are traditionally sent from an individual’s Outlook application. When considering Bulk 
emails, this is no longer the most appropriate mechanism. Instead, Reckon APS utilises the 
SMTP mechanism, bypassing Outlook. SMTP is required in order to: 

• Send bulk messages safely 

• Provide a single centralised audit trail of all outgoing Invoice and Statement emails  

• Allow for centralised management of bounced emails  

• Provide the same email “From” address field value for all bulk emails 

• Provide a means of utilising a robust 3
rd

 Party Mass Mail Provider to reduce significant 
external  risks such as Blacklisting 

Other changes include: 

• The “From” field on emails for bulk is determined by the Entity attributes: “Invoice Email 
Sender Address” and “Statement Email Sender Address” instead of using the currently 
logged in user’s mail box. It is therefore recommended that the practice set up a 
designated mailbox and associated AD account for this purpose. This can then have a 
sensible name, such as accounts@practicename.com.au 

• You can now create a standardised Email Body for Invoices and Statements. The Email 
Body will be generated from a flexible template specified at the Entity level. It allows a 
variety of values to be merged into the text and can include images. 

In order to set up Bulk Correspondence, some additional SUPS settings need to be specified so 
that Reckon APS can communicate with the SMTP Server (and in some cases, other servers) 

 

IMPORTANT!  

While the sending of Bulk Email appears to be a straightforward exercise, in reality 
there are a number of significant hidden risks. 

Before deciding on the most suitable configuration for the practice, it is highly 
recommended that you read Appendix D – Risks of Mass Emailing for background 
information. 

 

http://searchwinit.techtarget.com/definition/Microsoft
http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/format
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/MIME
http://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/e-mail
http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/extension
http://searchwinit.techtarget.com/definition/Microsoft
http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/format
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/MIME
http://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/e-mail
http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/extension
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The following pages cover three distinct configuration options for setting up Bulk Email 
Correspondence. Each option has pros and cons. The correct selection will be determined by 
the capabilities of the practice and balancing the need for simplicity against level of security 
required by the practices’ IT function. 

The following configurations are not an exhaustive list, but rather a tool for facilitating the right 
conversations with your client as well as recording the settings needed for the selected 
configuration.  

Configuration 1 – Exchange Direct SMTP Connection to Recipient 

This option is suitable where the practice has the necessary expertise to configure Exchange 
and understands how to manage their risks around Blacklisting and bounced emails. This 
configuration provides a high level of security within the organisation, but little protection once 
the email leaves the practice. 

 

Pros Cons 

MANAGED RISK:  Firewall provides 
excellent security against 
Malware / Spam Bot 
spam attacks  

 

CONFIGURATION: No 3
rd

 Party relationship 
required 

UNMANAGED RISKS:  Risk of Blacklisting 
and additional 
responsibility for IT 
around managing 
bounced emails and 
unsubscribe 
requests 

PERFORMANCE: Fast. Exchange will 
cache outgoing mail, so 
the user does not 
experience any delay in 
sending 

 

Configuration Settings 

Setting Value Required Value 

(SUPS) SMTP Server The Name or IP address of the Exchange Server  

(SUPS) SMTP Port Usually 25, but IT provider may choose a different port  
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(SUPS) SMTP User The name of the dedicated AD account with access to send 
SMTP through Exchange. Format should be:  

DomainName\WindowsUserName 

 

(SUPS) SMTP Password The network password of the account in SMTP User  

(SMTP) Encryption Either None or SSL depending on requirements  

 

Additional Configurations Required 

The below actions are covered in more detail in Appendix J – Configuring Exchange 

Action Required Description Value / Outcome 

Create Dedicated AD Account End user account should not be used for SMTP access  

Create DNS record to point to 
Exchange Server 

Optional – required if friendly name is desired for SMTP Server 
Name or if server switching is required 

 

Create Exchange Receive 
Connector 

By default Exchange does not accept SMTP mail from external 
sources. A custom Exchange Receive Connector will allow this 
access. 
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Configuration 2 – Direct SMTP Connection via 3rd Party Mass Email 
Provider 

For practices who want additional protection, this option may be suitable. This solution involves 
using a 3

rd
 Party Mass Email Provider (a web based subscription service) to manage the 

distribution of Invoice and Statement bulk emails. This reduces a number of risks inherent in 
mass emailing, including Blacklisting. 

Note: This option requires the domain firewall to have additional rules added to accept SMTP 
messages from all client machines from which Reckon APS will email Invoices and Statements. 
Additionally the Firewall needs to have additional capability to restrict outgoing traffic to only the 
destination of the SMTP Gateway URL (provided by the 3

rd
 Party Provider). This is to reduce 

the risk posed by malicious software such as Spam Bots which might reside on client machines. 
If the practice’s firewall does not have this capability or if even tighter internal security is 
required then consider Configuration 3. 

See Appendix E for details on choosing a suitable 3
rd

 party mass email provider and for 
configuring services with them. 

 

 

 

Pros Cons 

MANAGED RISK:  Blacklisting  

 

MANAGED RISK:  Unsubscription (optional)  

 

MANAGED RISK:  Bounced Email handling 
(optional) 

 

MANAGED RISK:  Firewall provides good 
security against Malware 
/ Spambot spam attacks 

UNMANAGED RISK:  Firewall is unable to protect 
fully from all malicious 
employees or Spam Bots / 
Malware on client machines 

 

CONFIGURATION:  Requires setup of 3
rd

 Party 
account with provider and 
minimal cost 

 

PERFORMANCE: Reckon APS needs to wait 
until each mail is sent to the 
3

rd
 party before sending the 

next. This will introduce a 
delay.  
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Configuration Settings 

Setting Value Required Value 

(SUPS) SMTP Server URL to SMTP gateway of 3rd Party Provider. Usually in the form 
smtp.providername.com. Refer to provider website for details 

 

(SUPS) SMTP Port As required by 3rd party provider. Refer to provider website for 
details. 

 

(SUPS) SMTP User Account Name assigned to you by the 3rd Party provider. Usually 
in provider’s welcome email.  

 

(SUPS) SMTP Password Password assigned to you by the 3rd Party provider. Usually in 
provider’s welcome email. 

 

(SMTP) Encryption As required by 3rd party provider. Refer to provider website for 
details. 
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Additional Implementation Actions Required 

Action Required Description Value / Outcome 

Select and set up an account 
with a 3rd Party Mass Email 
Provider. 

See Appendix E for details on choosing a suitable provider and 
for configuring services with them. 

 

Configure corporate firewall to 
allow outgoing traffic to 
Reckon APS users 

An IT administrator needs to configure the corporate firewall to 
allow outgoing traffic “from” an IP range encompassing all 
Reckon APS users’ client machines for the port specified in 
SMTP Port.  

 

The same firewall rule should only allow traffic “to” a destination 
equal to the URL of the 3rd party provider. For example, 
smtp.providername.com. 
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Configuration 3 – Relayed SMTP Connection via 3rd Party Mass Email 
Provider 

This option provides the safest and overall most robust solution to the practice, however also 
involves the most configuration.  In most cases it should only be considered if the practice 
corporate firewall is not capable of restricting outbound traffic to a single destination URL or if 
the security offered by Configuration 2 is not deemed sufficient to comply with the practice’s 
security standards. It is the same topology as Configuration 2 but with an additional component 
- a SMTP Relay Server. The primary purpose is to allow the firewall to restrict outgoing traffic on 
the SMTP designated port to that coming from only a single originating IP address (the SMTP 
Relay Server). There are industry standard (such as IIS), as well as free options for SMTP 
Relay Servers. See Appendix F for more information on choosing and implementing an SMTP 
Relay Server. See Appendix E for details on choosing a suitable 3

rd
 Party Mass Email Provider 

and for configuring services with them. 

 

 

 

Pros Cons 

MANAGED RISK: Blacklisting 

 

MANAGED RISK: Unsubscription (optional)  

 

MANAGED RISK: Bounced Email handling 
(optional) 

 

MANAGED RISK: Firewall provides security 
against Malware / 
Spambot spam attacks 

CONFIGURATION:  Requires setup of 
3

rd
 Party account 

with provider and 
some additional cost 

 

CONFIGURATION:  Requires installation 
and configuration of 
SMTP Relay Server 
software 

 

 

PERFORMANCE experienced by the user will vary depending on whether the SMTP Relay is 
able to cache outgoing mail. If caching is provided, then the emails will appear to be sent 
instantly. If no caching is provided, then a delay will be experienced in-between each email 
sent. 
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Configuration Settings 

Setting Explanation / Value Required Value 

(SUPS) SMTP Server Name or IP address of the windows server machine on 
which the SMTP Relay Server is running 

 

(SUPS) SMTP Port Port on which to communicate with the SMTP Relay Server  

(SUPS) SMTP User Account Name as configured at SMTP Relay Server. This 
may be an AD Account if SMTP Relay Server is IIS. 

 

(SUPS) SMTP Password Password as configured at SMTP Relay Server. This may be 
an AD account password if SMTP Relay Server is IIS. 

 

(SMTP) SMTP Encryption Encryption as configured at SMTP Relay Server. Either 
None or SSL. 

 

(Relay Server) Incoming Port, Incoming User, Incoming Password and Incoming Encryption must match the SUPS settings 
above 

(Relay Server) Outbound SMTP 
URL 

As specified by 3rd party provider. Refer to provider website.  

(Relay Server) Outbound Port As specified by 3rd party provider. Refer to provider website.  

(Relay Server) Outbound User Account Name assigned to you by the 3rd Party provider. 
Refer to your welcome email. 

 

(Relay Server) Outbound 
Password 

Password specified to you by the 3rd Party provider. Refer to 
your welcome email. 

 

(Relay Server) Outbound 
Encryption 

As specified by 3rd party provider. Refer to provider website.  

(Relay Server) The Relay Server may require other configuration values. Refer to the documentation of the Relay Server for 
details. 
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Additional Implementation Actions Required 

Action Required Description Value / Outcome 

Select and set up an account with 
a 3rd Party Mass Email Provider. 

See Appendix E for details on choosing a suitable provider 
and for configuring services with them. 

 

Configure corporate firewall to 
allow outgoing traffic coming from 
the SMTP Relay Server 

Your IT administrator needs to configure your corporate 
firewall to only allow outgoing traffic originating from the IP 
address of the SMTP Relay Server for the port specified in 
SMTP Port.  

 

Select, install and configure an 
SMTP Relay Server 

Reckon does not prescribe how SMTP messages are to be 
relayed, and there are a number of industry standard (As 
well as free) options. See Appendix F for a description of 
SMTP Relay Server options for selection and installation. 
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Appendix B2 – SUPS Settings (Bulk Correspondence) 

The following SUPS settings are available under the CORRESPONDENCE category. The 
settings relevant to Bulk Correspondence are highlighted in red. 

 

SUPS Settings Relevant to Bulk Email Correspondence 

Setting Explanation 

Default EML/PDF folder location Full path to folder that will hold all eml or msg files for outgoing 
mail. Required field 

Default Invoice Output Type The default Invoice output type assigned to newly added clients 

1 = Print 

2 = Email 

Default Statement Output Type The default Statement output type assigned to newly added 
clients 

1 = Print 

2 = Email 

Email Size Warning Threshold 
(KB) 

The Correspondence page can show an optional warning 
message when the user clicks “Process” when the total 
estimated size of all emails exceed a certain threshold.  

This setting allows you to set the minimum threshold (in 
Kilobytes) of that will trigger the warning message. This message 
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will provide the user with the size of the first email found, as well 
as an estimate of the total size of all emails about to be sent. 

Set this to 0 to always show the warning, or a very large number 
(eg. 100,000) to never show the warning (or anything in between 
if the IT department has guidelines on acceptable limits of email 
usage). 

The warning message is particularly useful while the Invoice / 
Statement and Email Bodies are being designed and tested to 
allow for tweaking of total email size. See the Invoice and 
Statements Report Customisation Manual for a detailed 
discussion on options available for optimising Size/Quality 

SMTP Server Address This is the IP address or name of the Exchange server, a 
separate internally hosted SMTP Relay, or the IP address 
provided by a third party bulk email provider. Please see 
Appendix B1, section SMTP Setup for details that match your 
design. 

SMTP Server Port This is the Port for SMTP and this will differ depending on 
design. Please see Appendix B1, section SMTP Setup for 
details that match your design. 

SMTP Server User Name The user which is required to authenticate with the SMTP 
Gateway. Please see Appendix B1, section SMTP Setup for 
details that match your design. 

SMTP Server  Password This is password required for the User in SMTP Server User 
Name to authenticate with the SMTP Gateway. Please see 
Appendix B1, section SMTP Setup for details that match your 
design. 

SMTP Encryption None = No Encryption is used 

SSL = SSL Encryption is used 

At this stage we do not support any other encryption standards, 
such as TLS. Please refer to your system administrator for their 
preferred setting. See Appendix B1, section SMTP Setup for 
details that match your design. 

Use Bulk Correspondence Set this to True to enable bulk emails. Setting this to Yes results 
in the following changes: 

1) If the user has JOE rights (Advanced Actions -> 
Correspondence) to Bulk Email, then they will now be 
able to send multiple emails with a single press of the 
“Process” button. 

2) If a single email is selected when clicking “Process”, this 
will still be sent via Outlook. If multiple emails are 
selected, then they will bypass Outlook and be sent 
directly via SMTP. 
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Testing SMTP Settings 

Once SMTP settings are configured, they should be tested. There are two ways to do this: 

1) Send an actual Invoice or Statement email 

2) Use the built in SMTP Testing function in Correspondence Administration. This option is 
easier when initially establishing that the credentials are correct and the practice’s 
environment is configured correctly as it gives a quick turnaround time. See Appendix I 
for details. 
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APPENDIX B3 – Entity Level Attributes (Bulk 
Correspondence) 

Additional settings related to Bulk Correspondence are maintained in the Entity console, 
Correspondence page. 

 

The table below only lists the settings relevant to Bulk Correspondence. All other attributes 
should already have been populated during the implementation of REPX Layouts. 

Attribute Explanation 

Invoice Email Sender 
Address 

An email address for a valid mailbox within the practice’s domain that 
will be used as the outgoing Invoice email’s FROM field and will be 
visible to the recipient. Any replies to the emails will also be received 
within this mailbox. 

 

An example could be: 

accounts@practicename.com.au 

 

Note: The Email Sender Address Field optionally supports “Friendly” 
names for recipients with email clients that support this feature (such as 
Outlook and Gmail). This means that instead of seeing the raw email 
address, the recipient sees the friendly portion only. 

 

An example with an optional friendly name could be:  

Invoice from PracticeName<accounts@practicename.com.au> 

 

In this example the recipient would see “Invoice from PracticeName” as 
the “From” field, even though the actual FROM address is 
accounts@practicename.com.au. 

mailto:accounts@practicename.com.au
mailto:accounts@practicename.com.au
mailto:accounts@practicename.com.au
mailto:accounts@practicename.com.au
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Note: depending on how the email is relayed, the ultimate FROM in the 
email visible to the recipient may also contain a “On Behalf Of” section 
which identifies any 3

rd
 Party Mass Mailing provider. For details and 

ways to eliminate this see Appendix E. 

Statement Email Sender 
Address 

Same as the above, but for Statements 

Enhancing MHT Email Body Templates for Bulk 
Correspondence 

There is some additional work that may apply when creating Email Body templates for purposes 
of Bulk Correspondence: 

1. Review of embedded images for suitability especially in regard to size 
2. Consider embedding an Unsubscribe link in email bodies 

Image Size for Email Bodies 

Ensure that any images embedded in your email bodies are as small as possible while 
providing acceptable quality when viewed on a computer screen. As a guideline, a letterhead 
sized image should not exceed 50Kb, while a smaller postage stamp sized image should be 
10Kb or smaller. 

The size of embedded images can contribute significantly to the overall size of emails created. 

Unsubscribe Links in Email Bodies 

It may seem illogical to include an unsubscribe option when targeting clients, as they by 
definition have “opted in” to receiving Invoices and Statements by being a customer. 

One needs to view an Unsubscribe link as being useful to the recipient under the following 
scenarios: 

1. The recipient is not the correct recipient. The email address is out of date, a different 
person from the client organisation is now the correct recipient, or due to perhaps 
human error, the email has gone to someone completely unrelated to the client and who 
needs a way to notify the practice to “please stop sending them unsolicited mail”. 

2. The recipient would like to change their delivery preference. The person would like 
to change their preference back to receiving mailed Invoices or Statements. 

In particular, item 1 above is important if you are using a 3
rd

 Party Mass Email provider. 
Providers are very particular about not being blacklisted, and there is legal basis for having to 
include a way for recipients to be able to unsubscribe from mail, otherwise the provider and 
ISPs may interpret the emails as being unsolicited. 
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Creating a MailTo link within your MHT Email Body Template 

Edit an MHT file by clicking the pencil button next to the relevant attribute in the Entity console, 
Correspondence page. You will see the editor window below. 

 

To insert an Unsubscribe link, type a suitable explanation/ instruction, position the cursor 
appropriately, then click the Hyperlink button (red square in screenshot above) or click Ctrl-K to 
bring up the Insert Hyperlink screen. 

 

The only tricky component on this form is the Address field, as for our purposes this needs to be 
typed by hand. 
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Formatting the Address field of the Insert Hyperlink window 

The Address field can contain any valid HTML address. In its simplest form this can redirect the 
recipient to the practice’s web page, for instance. 

To enable an Unsubscribe function, we can populate this with a valid “MailTo” HTML segment. 
MailTo will create a hyperlink that, when clicked, will bring up a blank email window (in the 
default email client registered on the recipient’s machine) that is pre-populated with a Subject: 
and To: fields. In other words, our email link can direct the recipient to send an email to an email 
address of our choosing, while supplying a preformatted Subject line that will allow the practice 
to identify who the recipient is. 

Here is the format of the MailTo command ([ and ] indicate placeholders and should not be 
included in the address field): 

mailto:[Valid Email Address]?Subject=[Subject Line] 

The Valid Email Address is simply a (possibly) dedicated mail account that the practice would 
set up to hold any requests to be processed. 

The Subject Line can be any alphanumeric text (apart from double speechmarks or “) and it 
can also include the same merge fields that are available in the Email Body itself (enclosed in < 
and >). In the Address: field these need to be typed manually, however. 

An Example for a hyperlink on an Invoice Email Body might be: 

mailto:unsubscribe@ABCaccountants.com?Subject=Client <ClientID>  <ClientSortName> from 
<TransactionName> <InvoiceNumber> 

To test that the hyperlink works, this can be done from within the editor by clicking the link while 
holding the Ctrl button.  

 

For the example above, the Outlook header of the email looks like this  

Merge fields will not be substituted until an actual Invoice or Statement is produced (in the Email 
preview panel of the Correspondence window you can again test this by clicking the hyperlink 
while holding Ctrl). Note: The recipient of the actual email does not need to hold Ctrl when 
clicking the hyperlink. 
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APPENDIX B4 – Enable Client Level Attribs (Bulk Corresp) 

Two client level attributes are installed with PM 10 but are flagged as unused by default. 
They store the client’s preference for how Invoices and Statements are to be delivered (print 
or email) and are only relevant if Bulk Correspondence is configured.  

cdbAttribObj 

cdbAttribSet aobAttribID aobDesc aobUsed 

11 350 Invoice Output Type False 

11 351 Statement Output Type False 

Use Attribute Administration to change these fields to “used”. 

 

The “Output Type” attributes are now available both in the Add Client as well as Details 
screens. 

       

Client Add Screen    Client Details Page 
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APPENDIX B5 – Optimise Email / Print Job Size (Bulk Corresp) 

When producing bulk emails or printing in bulk, differences in size of individual Invoices and Statements 
can make a huge difference to the total size of emails to be sent or size of the print job that needs to be 
spooled. When the volume exceeds a few hundred items, this total size can become very significant. 

Email and Print Job Size 

The Total Size of One Invoice or Statement is made up of:  

Component Constituent Parts 

Size of Email Body  

(Email Only) 

Size of Email file overhead (negligible) 

Size of Body Text (small) 

Size of Custom Images (significant) 

Size of PDF  

(Email or Print with PDF Print Option selected) 

Size of Basic design PDF (small) 

Size of Custom Images (significant) 

Size of Embedded Fonts (significant) 

Email Body Definition (MHT Files) 

The design of your Email Body Templates may also contribute significantly to the overall size of 
emails if you include images. The images will only ever be viewed on a screen (and not printed), 
therefore the size of the images should be very low (no wider than 1000 pixels if this is 
letterhead size, or 100 pixels if postage stamp size). 

The best solution here is to only use small images such as logos and avoid letterhead sized 
images altogether. Also avoid resizing the images within our editor – the image should be 
resized in an external image editor otherwise you will be unnecessarily shipping an image that 
is larger than it will display. 
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Invoice and Statement Customisations 

Images and Embedded fonts are the largest contributors to size. In order to minimise the size of 
Emails and Print Jobs, while maintaining the best quality for purpose, the following default 
settings were made with respect to how Reckon APS generates PDFs: 

Component When Output = Print 
and Direct Print 

option is selected 

When Output = Print 
and PDF Print option is 

selected 

When Output = Email 

Images Images are sent directly 
to printer in Very High 

quality  

Images are Exported to PDF 
in High quality  

Images are Exported to PDF in 
Low quality 

PDF Embedded 
Fonts 

n/a 

Content is sent directly to 
printer using locally 

installed fonts 

Fonts are not embedded in 
the PDF 

Assumption is that all Fonts 
are available on both the 

machine that generates the 
PDF as well as the machine 

that will print the PDF 

All Fonts used are Embedded 
in the PDF 

The recipient of the Invoice or 
Statement may open the report 
on any device and embedding 

the fonts ensures fidelity of 
reproduction 

Email Body 
Text 

n/a n/a Images in MHT template are 
embedded in email body in 

original quality / compression 

When designing Invoices and Statements for both print and email purposes, consider: 

• Images should be the lowest possible file size (determined by resolution, compression 
quality and no of colours) while still delivering acceptable quality. Often a well 
manipulated image can look virtually identical and be a fraction of the size. A guideline 
would be to keep letterhead sized images below 60k and smaller images below 15k. 

• Choose the minimum number of fonts in your designed Invoice / Statement you can get 
away with. A single font can add as much as 100k of additional size to each generated 
PDF (and therefore email).  

It is possible when using the new REPX reporting format to override the default settings above 
and influence both the quality of the images generated to PDFs as well as which Fonts are 
embedded. That is outside of the scope of this document, but a detailed description is contained 
in the Invoice and Statements Report Customisation Manual. 
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Appendix D – Risks of Mass Emailing 

Quality of Email Addresses 

The most obvious risk of changing the delivery model of Invoices and or Statements from Print 
to Email is the quality of email addresses. Just as having the correct postal address for print is 
vital, a non-existent or incorrect email address, or email address of the wrong person within the 
recipient’s organisation will guarantee non-delivery. Furthermore, unless an incorrect recipient is 
kind enough to reply to inform the practice, this may go completely unnoticed. 

The risk is not necessarily any greater than traditional mail. The practice does however need to 
assess the quality of email addresses as rigorously as their postal addresses and introduce on-
going processes to maintain / improve quality. 

Non-delivery of Emails 

Even if the email has been addressed to the correct recipient and successfully processed by 
Reckon APS, there are things that can go wrong during delivery of an email. 

• Issues within the practice’s environment may prevent the email from being sent 
• Internet outages / issues with the practice’s ISP 
• Email can be interpreted by the recipient’s ISP as spam and could: 

o be placed in the recipient’s spam folder 
o be discarded without forwarding on to the recipient 
o result in the practice’s IP address or domain being blacklisted 

• The recipient’s on premises spam filters (such as Mail Marshal or Exchange) may 
enforce their own rules and either reject, hold or quarantine emails 

Apart from sensible email formation there is not much else the practice can do to prevent the 
above. In most cases any problem is not permanent, or can be resolved through contact with 
individual recipients / clients. For example, when calling clients to confirm email addresses a 
practice may also routinely request their client to ensure that emails from the practice’s domain 
are excluded from internal spam filter rules as a condition of their preference changing to Email 
delivery. 

There is however one risk in the list above which is more complex and could result in a long 
term or even permanent inability for the practice to reach their intended recipients. This is 
blacklisting. 

Blacklisting  

ISPs (Internet Service Providers) offer a range of services to their clients including services 
related to spam filtering. ISPs scan all incoming mail and apply a set of rules. These rules 
(which differ from ISP to ISP) determine which messages are deemed genuine, solicited mail 
and which messages are deemed to be spam and therefore may end up in spam folders or 
never reach their intended recipient. 

ISPs aim to stop spammers while at the same time reducing the amount of processing they 
need to perform, as this represents a cost to them. It makes no sense to process thousands of 
messages from the same sender that were sent as a batch and are virtually identical. ISPs will 
therefore add IP addresses and domains belonging to senders identified as spammers to 
“blacklists”. Once a sender is “blacklisted”, the ISP will no longer process emails from the 
sender - sometimes for a period of time – sometimes permanently. There are also many 
blacklists that are not operated directly by ISPs, often called “Realtime Blacklists”. These are 
run by independent organisations. ISPs will submit their blacklisted IPs and domains based on 
their own rules. 
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Consider the following example based on the above diagram: 

1) Our practice sends out 1000 Invoices 
2) A subset of these arrive at ISP1 and many other ISPs and are processed without any 

issues and reach their recipients 
3) One ISP (ISP2) applies specific rules that catch our practice’s emails and the domain 

Practicename.com (our practice’s domain) and their IP address is blacklisted with this 
ISP. The Invoices are not forwarded to their recipients (and potentially no future 
Invoices are delivered there either). The ISP may also choose not to bounce back any 
email to the practice and therefore not let them know that the emails were undelivered. 
The practice also has no way of knowing they are blacklisted. 

4) ISP2’s specific rules may be aggressive and they additionally decide to submit our 
practice’s domain to an independent realtime blacklist, accessible to many ISPs 

5) Suddenly, ISP3 (who checks the independent blacklist in real time) is also refusing to let 
our practice’s Invoices through, even though none of their own rules were broken 

How does our client find out something is wrong and what is the potential impact? The 
practice might not realise they are blacklisted until they spot a pattern of unusually high call 
rates from clients with email addresses at the same ISP, asking to have their Invoices resent. 
Alternately they might correlate clients who simply don’t pay their bills and find that they all have 
the same ISP or ISPs. Even worse, if the bulk email originates from the same domain and IP as 
their normal, business email, then this may be rejected by the specific ISP also. The cost to the 
business can be substantial. 

What can the practice do once they are blacklisted? Getting off an ISP’s blacklist usually 
involves contacting the ISP and filling out a Whiltelist request form, which is then processed by 
a real human being and if successful, the domain or IP is then “whitelisted”. Whitelisting is the 
exact opposite of blacklisting. A whitelist also represents a time saving to an ISP, since domains 
and IP addresses that are whitelisted will not require spam processing and will be delivered 
immediately. Generally ISPs welcome whitelisting for this reason. This process however can be 
time consuming and frustrating, especially when multiple ISPs are involved. It is much more 
difficult to get removed from independent, Real Time Blacklists. There are even online tools that 
can be used to find out if your IP address or domain is on such a blacklist. For example, 
http://mxtoolbox.com/blacklists.aspx can check 115 different blacklists for you at once. 

  

http://mxtoolbox.com/blacklists.aspx
http://mxtoolbox.com/blacklists.aspx
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What sort of rules do ISPs apply when scanning emails for spam? It is said that creating 
good mass distribution emails is an art and not a science. This is because each ISP applies 
their own set of rules. Some common parameters that often affect deliverability are: 

• Volume of identical emails from the same IP sent in a given timeframe 
• Lack of an “unsubscribe” option. Giving clients the ability to “unsubscribe” from an 

Invoice may seem counterproductive, but what if we have the wrong recipient, or the 
recipient wants to change their preference back to Print? 

• Formatting of the email body. ISPs scan for key words they deem to be commonly used 
by spammers as well as formatting (such as lots of upper case) or special characters 
(lots of exclamation marks). Again, each ISP will have different rules 

• High number of invalid email addresses within a single batch of emails sent. Quality of 
addresses is therefore not just important for reaching individual recipients 

How can the Practice reduce the risk of Blacklisting? 

Aside from maintaining good address data, forming “sensible” email bodies and providing an 
unsubscribe option on our emails, the most effective way to reduce the risk of blacklisting is to 
use a 3

rd
 Party Mass Email Provider. 3

rd
 Party Providers offer a subscription style, cloud based 

service that sends emails on your behalf while providing a range of additional services. Today 
this is the norm as opposed to the exception and almost all recognisable large scale Internet 
businesses that send mass emails use 3rd Party Providers.  

The 3rd Party Provider adds value in a number of ways: 

1) They relay our practices’ bulk emails, therefore if any IP address or domain is going to 
be blacklisted, it will be theirs, and not that of our practices. Day to day business email 
will therefore not be affected. 

2) A 3
rd

 Party Provider will have a team of people that work on an on-going basis to 
whitelist their own IP and domain with ISPs globally and clear blacklistings, (since if 
they get blacklisted, it will affect their clients and therefore their core product offering). 

3) A 3
rd

Party Provider generally has multiple IP addresses and domains that they use. 
Therefore even if one is blacklisted, they can switch to others while they work to un-
blacklist themselves. 

4) 3
rd

 Party Providers generally offer a range of additional services, such as a range of 
reports showing number of emails sent, received, blocked and bounced. They can also 
additionally track click-throughs (meaning how many emails were actually opened) and 
manage unsubscribe requests if desired. 
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 Consider the following example based on the previous diagram: 

1) Our practice sends out 1000 Invoices but 3rdparty.com relays these using their own 
domain 

2) If they are blacklisted with any ISPs they automatically switch to a different IP address 
and work to “un-blacklist” with that ISP 

3) Because they vet their subscribers, a reputable 3rd Party Provider will have credibility 
with ISPs and actively and continually whitelist, reducing the chance of being blacklisted 
in the future 

4) and 5) The same mechanism applies to independent Realtime Blacklist management. 

It is for these reasons that Reckon recommend that the practice engages the services of a 3rd 
Party Provider unless they fully understand the risks involved and are equipped to manage 
these themselves. 
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Appendix E – Selecting a 3rd Party Mass Email Provider 

For a description of what a 3
rd

 Party Mass Email Provider (3rd Party Provider) does and how it 
adds value, please refer to Appendix D, in particular the section on Blacklisting. There are a 
significant number of providers in this field. Below are just some of the major ones we can share 
with our clients as a starting point: 

Provider  Website 

Amazon Simple Email Service  aws.amazon.com/ses/ 

SocketLabs  www.socketlabs.com/ 

MailJet  eu.mailjet.com/ 

CritSend  www.critsend.com 

SendGrid  www.sendgrid.com 

PostMark  postmarkapp.com/ 

Here is a link to a public review covering most of the above providers: 

 http://www.villescorner.com/2011/12/evaluating-top-email-services-in-cloud.html 

The pricing structures are generally either based on a monthly fee or bulk purchase of a certain 
number of emails in bulk. The cost should not be prohibitive for the types of volumes involved in 
Invoices and Statements and for most practices this may be as low as $50 per annum. 

Note: Reckon does not have a relationship with any providers, and we should not be 
actively recommending a single solution. 

 

What does the practice need to do? 

1) Select a Provider. They all provide very similar services. Practice choice will depend 
on specific services required, price as well as overall perception.  

2) Sign up with Provider. The practice themselves sign up with the provider online. They 
will provide some high level details about their business and go through a very easy 
”Vetting” process where the provider ensures that they are dealing with a real company. 
This should take no more than a day to complete. 

3) Obtain Login Details. Once the signup process is complete, the provider will usually 
issue a user name and password. Ensure that the practice has the following details: 

 

http://www.sendgrid.com/
http://www.critsend.com/
http://www.sendgrid.com/
http://www.critsend.com/
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Value Explanation / Value Required Value 

Account / User Name Used to log into the provider’s SMTP Gateway  

Password Used to log into the provider’s SMTP Gateway  

4) Obtain SMTP Gateway Connection Details. The provider’s web page will contain the 
standard SMTP connection details. Ensure that the practice has the following details: 

Value Explanation / Value Required Value 

SMTP Gateway URL Usually in the format smtp.providername.com  

SMTP Port Common ports are 25 and 587, even though 
the provider may offer other alternatives 

 

Encryption Reckon APS supports two options: None and 
SSL 

 

5) The practice should consider optionally “Signing” their domain. One by-product of 
using an external provider is that some ISPs (such as Hotmail and Gmail) will enforce 
that their recipients are clearly shown that the email was forwarded by the provider and 
did not come straight from the practice. They modify the email to make the “From” line 
look something like this: 

From: delivery@thirdpartyprovider.com on behalf of accounts@mypracticename.co.nz 

Instead of the desired: 

From: accounts@mypracticename.co.nz 

This may be perfectly acceptable to the practice, but if this is an issue, then the practice 
can remedy this by asking their ISP to “sign” their domain. (See section below). 

Optionally Signing a Domain 

Note: The following paragraphs are highly technical and the intended audience is a network 
administrator or person with similar skills. The purpose of this section is to provide sufficient 
information when dealing with the practice’s ISP who will assist in achieving the desired outcome. 

There are two mechanisms that are used by email providers to allow for emails to be "signed" to 
go through third parties. They are DKIM (Domain Key Identified Mail) and SPF (Sender Policy 
Framework). Both of these are set up as DNS TXT records (held with the ISP that looks after the 
resolution of the practice’s domain name to an IP address) and are used by Gmail, Hotmail, 
Yahoo, etc. to check that the practice is allowing third party providers to send mails on their behalf. 

Every third party provider will have slightly different instructions and entries for the DNS TXT 
records. The best approach is for the practice’s IT department to ask their ISP to assist them with 
setting up their DNS records (DKIM and SPF) based on the 3

rd
 Party Provider’s instructions. 

This is not difficult to do and is something that ISPs do on a regular basis. 

mailto:accounts@mypracticename.co.nz
mailto:accounts@mypracticename.co.nz
mailto:delivery@thirdpartyprovider.com
mailto:accounts@mypracticename.co.nz
mailto:accounts@mypracticename.co.nz
mailto:delivery@thirdpartyprovider.com
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Appendix F – SMTP Relay Server Software 

An SMTP Relay Server is simply a piece of software that listens for incoming emails on a given 
Port and relays them (usually without modifying the content) to another SMTP Server. 

For our purposes this is useful because it gives the practice IT administrator the ability to configure the 
practice’s corporate firewall to only allow a single IP address as the source for outgoing emails over 
SMTP on a given Port (only required for Configuration 3). Configuration 2 should be secure enough for 
most sites, however it would still not be as secure as Configuration 3 if Malware happens to try to send 
email using the same 3

rd
 Party Provider with different credentials (highly unlikely, but possible). 

 

Corporate Firewall needs to unblock only a single IP address - that of the Relay Server 

Choosing an Internal SMTP Relay Server 

Internet Information Server (IIS) 

Microsoft IIS has built in SMTP Relay capability, however this is not very straightforward to configure. 
If the practice has expertise in configuring IIS, then this may be a viable option. An explanation of how 
to configure IIS is outside of the scope of this document, and differs for different versions. 

Third Party SMTP Relay Servers 

There are also a number of lightweight and free dedicated solutions available on the Internet. 

One such solution is E-MailRelay. This is an open-source solution which is freely available. 

Note: Because Reckon are not the authors of this product we cannot offer any warranty 
or support 

E-MailRelay can be downloaded and configured in minutes, provided that all credentials are 
available from the 3

rd
 Party Provider. You can download it here: 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/emailrelay/files/ 

This can be installed on any server that is permanently turned on. It is not recommended that this is 
installed on a client machine, even though that is certainly possible for small sites. It is also not a 
good idea to install this on a machine already housing Exchange or IIS - depending on which Port 
you choose this may interfere with the correct operation of those products. 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/emailrelay/files/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/emailrelay/files/
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Run the executable on a suitable Server and follow the instructions below. 

Step 1 – Installation Directories 

 

Step 2 – Choose server type 

Tick SMTP Server. Choose “Synchronously” if you would like the emails to be relayed in real 
time. 
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Step 3 – Local Server 

The Local Server is the E-MailRelay server, and the credentials here are those that Reckon APS 
needs to connect to E-MailRelay. 

The Port is the Port on which E-MailRelay listens. It does not necessarily need to be the same as the 
external one to the 3

rd
 Party Provider. Common ports are 25 and 587. 

Check “Require authentication” and Login, and input the Name and Password matching the “SMTP 
Server User Name” and “SMTP Server Password” SUPS settings in Reckon APS. Leave IP Address 
blank. 

 

Step 4 – Remote Server 

The Remote Server is the 3
rd

 Party Provider. The credentials here need to match those given to the 
practice by the 3

rd
 Party Provider. 

The Hostname is the URL to the 3
rd

 Party Provider, usually in the form smtp.providername.com. Port is 
the port provided by the 3

rd
 Party Provider (Usually either 25 or 587). Tick “Supply Authentication”. The 

Name and Password must match the login credentials provided by the 3
rd

 Party Provider. 
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Steps 5,6,7 – Logging, Connections and Startup 

Configure these as desired. 

  

 

The SMTP Relay Server should now be configured. If you need to test straight away, you may 
need to start the Service manually, as installation does not automatically start the service. 

The Reckon APS SUPS setting “SMTP Server Address” should be set to the IP address or 
network name of the server on which E-MailRelay is installed. 

The corporate firewall can also now be configured to only allow traffic on the required Port (in 
this case 587) from the IP address of the machine on which the SMTP Relay Server is installed. 
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Appendix G - Advanced Customisation Options 

The REPX and Bulk Correspondence function in PM 10 provides for advanced customisation 
possibilities for practices with complex requirements – all of the below customisations involve 
modifications to SQL Script and cannot be achieved through SUPS or changes to attributes. 

Available Areas for Advanced Customisation 

• Many REPX Layout and Bulk Email related variables sourced from SUPS and Entity levels 
can be overridden. For example, if Correspondence Page on Entity Console does not 
provide the model for your business, we can discuss moving it to a different location.  

• The business rules for determining recipient email addresses can be modified 

• The list of merge fields available for use in Email Body Template, PDF Filename, Email 
Subject and EML Filename (one set of fields for Invoice and one for Statement) can be 
modified from the defaults below: 

   Relevant to: 

Merge Field Name Description Example Invoice Statement 

ClientID cdbClient.objInstID - X X 

InvoiceNumber ocsDebtorTran.dtrID - X  

StatementDate The date of the Statement in dd 24 May 2013  X 

StatementDateSortable StatementDate using yyyy.mm.dd 2013.05.24  X 

Salutation cdbClient.cltSalutation - X X 

MailingName cdbClient.cltMailName - X X 

PartnerName ocsPtrMgrDeptStaff.pmdDescription - X X 

ManagerName ocsPtrMgrDeptStaff.pmdDescription - X X 

InvoiceDate The date of the Invoice in dd mmm 01 Feb 2013 X  

InvoiceDateSortable InvoiceDate using yyyy.mm.dd for 2013.02.01 X  

InvoiceDueDate ocsDebtorTran.dtrDueDate in dd 14 Feb 2013 X  

ClientSortName cdbClient.cltSortName - X X 

OutstandingBalance Sum of ocsDebtorTran.dtrGross for 14560.50  X 

TodaysDate Current Date in format dd mmm 17 Apr 2013 X X 

TodaysDateSortable TodaysDate using yyyy.mm.dd for 2013.04.17 X X 

EntityName cdbEntity.entSortName - X  
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If your implementation requires any of the above, please contact development for assistance. 

These customisations require a very good knowledge of Transact SQL and carry additional risk. 
They are explained in more detail below: 

SUPS Settings Containing SQL 

There are a number of SUPS settings in the CORRESPONDENCE group that hold SQL 
Statements that are executed directly by Reckon APS. 

Note: Edit the fields in Enterprise Manager. When attempting to copy these from SUPS settings 
(because of the amount of content) it can be difficult to select the entire value within the field. A 
useful trick is to place the focus in the SUPS field immediately above the one you need to copy 
from and then press tab. The entire contents of the field will now be selected and can be copied 
with Ctrl-C. You can also use the same trick to highlight the entire field value just before pasting 
(Ctrl-V) your changes back in. 

Please talk to Development if you need to modify any of the below settings. 

SUPS Settings for Complex Invoice and Statement Customisations   

These SUPS settings allow for additional custom fields in your Invoice or Statement reports. 
Their structure is covered in detail in the Invoice and Statements Report Customisation 
Manual. 

Setting Explanation 

SQL invoice Additional Fields If the Invoice report requires additional fields to be made available to the 
report, then this field stores the SQL which will be executed to read those 
additional fields from the DB.  

If left blank, then no additional fields will be read. PM by default ships a 
script in this field that returns the BPay Biller Reference. Please see the 
“Invoice and Statements Report Customisation Manual” for detailed 
instructions on how to include additional fields on your reports. 

SQL Statement Additional Fields If the Statement report requires additional fields to be made available to 
the report, then this field stores the SQL which will be executed to read 
those additional fields from the DB.  

If left blank, then no additional fields will be read. PM by default ships a 
script in this field that returns the BPay Biller Reference. Please see the 
“Invoice and Statements Report Customisation Manual” for detailed 
instructions on how to include additional fields on your reports. 
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SUPS Settings for Changing available Merge Fields   

These SUPS settings hold the list of merge fields available for use by the following attributes 
under Entity / Correspondence: Email Body Template, PDF Filename, Email Subject and EML 
Filename.  

Setting Explanation 

SQL Invoice Merge Template SQL that defines both the list of available merge fields available for 
insertion when modifying the Email Body Template, PDF Filename, 
Email Subject and EML Filename fields in Entity/Correspondence page 
for Invoices. The SQL here specifies both the list of fields available to the 
dropdown as well as the actual SQL executed to read the values from 
the DB. 

SQL Statement Merge Template SQL that defines both the list of available merge fields available for 
insertion when modifying the Email Body Template, PDF Filename, 
Email Subject and EML Filename fields in Entity/Correspondence page 
for Statements. The SQL here specifies both the list of fields available to 
the dropdown as well as the actual SQL executed to read the values 
from the DB. 

Applying Custom Business Rules 

These settings allow for advanced customisation for very complex sites where the default 
business rules for determining source of Email Addresses or determination of any variables 
(which by default are sourced from SUPS and at Entity level) are not sufficiently flexible. 

Because this level of customisation is expected to be required only for large / complex 
implementations, the SUPS settings below are by default hidden by the V and in order to use 
them, their friVisible flag needs to first be set to 1.  

Please talk to Development first if you need to modify any of the below SUPS settings 
and relevant SQL Function / SQL Stored Procedures. 

friSetting  Display 
Setting 

Description 

PM_CustomSQLEmailAddress
Function 

 

Custom 
SQL Email 
Function 

The name of a custom replacement for the standard SQL 
function “fnPMGetCorrespondenceEmail” 

 

This function is responsible for determining a single 
DEFAULT email address for each emailed Invoice and 
Statement. By default this function returns the email 
address attribute specified by SUPS setting “Email 
Address Attribute ID” of the client (or contact if relationship 
exists)  

 

Make a copy of the standard function and give it a new 
name, then insert the name of the new custom function in 
the SUPS setting. You are now ready to modify the custom 
function. 
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PM_CustomGetCorresponden
ceEmailAddressesProcedure 

 

Custom 
SQL Email 
Addresses 
Procedure 

The name of a custom replacement for the standard SQL 
Stored Procedure “sPMGetCorrespondenceEmailAddresses” 

 

This stored procedure is responsible for generating the 
pick list of available email addresses for each Invoice or 
Statement within the Correspondence page grid (and 
preview page). By default this procedure returns any 
attributes that have a cdbObject with Data Type 29 (Email) 
that are linked to the Client (or contact if relationship 
exists) and are either stored on cdbClient, cdbAttribInst or 
cdbAddrInst. 

 

Make a copy of the standard procedure and give it a new 
name, then insert the name of the new custom procedure 
in the SUPS setting. You are now ready to modify the 
custom stored procedure. 

PM_CustomSQLMailMessage
FieldProcedure  

 

Custom 
SQL Mail 
Message 
Procedure 

The name of a custom replacement for the standard SQL 
Stored Procedure “sPMGetCorrespondenceMailDetails” 

 

This stored procedure is responsible for retrieving all 
SUPS and Entity level settings required to generate and 
send emails for each Invoice / Statement to be processed. 
This procedure can be modified if your client has very 
specific requirements – examples may include multiple 
SMTP Servers, or a structure where things like 
LayoutTemplate, Email Body definition or Sender address 
/ Subject line definition are not logically related to Entity or 
just to Entity. 

 

Make a copy of the standard procedure and give it a new 
name, then insert the name of the new custom procedure 
in the SUPS setting. You are now ready to modify the 
custom stored procedure. 

A description on how to modify the function and stored procedure is contained within the actual 
SQL itself. Please carefully read the comments. A description on how to code Transact SQL is 
beyond the scope of this document. 

 

IMPORTANT!  

Never modify the default functions or procedures that ship with Reckon APS as 
they will potentially be overwritten by a future Version Control. Always make a 
copy of these first and link them in using the above SUPS settings. This way any 
custom business rules you code will persist. 
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Appendix H - Config and Customisation Cheat Sheet 

The following diagram can be used as a “cheat sheet” for experienced consultants when 
implementing both REPX Layouts and Bulk Correspondence. 

Legend:  

 Red = SUPS,  Blue = Entity level attribute,  Black = Raw SQL Manipulation 
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APPENDIX I – Correspondence Administration Tools 

A separate application ships with PM10.1 that provides access to two additional tools that can 
make setting up and administering Correspondence easier. 

1. Customisations – A means to create backups of all REPX Customisation related 
information and store this in a single ZIP file. Required when communicating with 
Reckon development when asking for changes to existing REPX Invoice and Statement 
customisations or to back up your current customisations before applying changes. 

2. Test SMTP – A tool to setup, test and trouble shoot your SMTP settings 

Running the Correspondence Administration Application 

In order to run Correspondence Administration you need to have Master Access JOE 
permissions on Correspondence Administration (under Advanced Actions) 

 

Within any console, Correspondence Administration is now available under the Action menu. 

 

The two separate tools can be accessed by selected the desired tab: 
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Using the Customisations Backup Tool 

If you are modifying an existing PM 10 REPX Correspondence customisation then it is 
absolutely vital that any customisation begins with the exact version of .REPX files and other 
scripts (such as Additional Fields and custom sprocs) contained in the client’s production 
environment.  

This is because the client or another consultant / support person may have modified the files in 
the production environment. 

There are three scenarios for which the Backup tool is valuable: 

1. A client is making a customisation request through VMWare for changes to an existing 
customisation of PM 10 REPX reports. In this case the client should generate the ZIP 
file using the tool and attach it to the call within MyAPS. 

2. An experienced client or consultant on site is taking a snapshot / backup of the current 
customisations before making changes to the production environment. 

3. An Reckon developer uses the contents of the ZIP file off-site as a safe starting point for 
further customisations. 

Generating the Zip File 

The “Customisations” tab contains the tool for generating ZIP files. 

 

Click the “Generate ZIP File” button to begin. The process should only take a few seconds. 
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Once the file has been saved to the selected location, the following options become available: 

1. Copy ZIP file path to clipboard. This option will simply copy the path to the newly 
created file to the windows clipboard. This option is useful when the client is submitting 
a VMWare Service request or call, and can simply paste (Ctrl-V) the link to the file when 
attaching files to the call. 

2. Open ZIP File directory. This option opens Windows Explorer, showing the folder 
containing the new ZIP file. This is useful when emailing the file (user can right-click and 
select Send To -> Mail Recipient) or if the user simply wants to open the ZIP file to view 
its contents. 

Contents of the ZIP file 

The Zip file will contain the following: 

1) All customisation related SUPS settings. Any SUPS settings that are SQL statements 
are scripted out as separate files. Any dependencies that the script has on any SQL 
Server database objects are also scripted out. (Top Folder: SUPS) 

2) All Entity related information. This includes Entity level attributes, Report layout files 
(REPX) and any files defining the email body (MHT). (Top Folder: Entities) 

3) If the site has complex customisations involving customisation of stored procedures to 
source custom Entity or SUPS level fields, or to alter the way that email addresses are 
sourced, then the custom DB objects are also included. (Top Folder: 
CustomDBObjects) 

The structure within the archive file is logical and should be self-explanatory. 
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Using the Test SMTP Tool 

Once SMTP settings are configured, they should be tested. There are two ways to do this: 

3) Send an actual Invoice or Statement email 

4) Use the built in SMTP Testing function in Correspondence Administration. This option is 
easier when initially establishing that the credentials are correct and the practice’s 
environment is configured correctly as it gives a quick turnaround time – see below. 

Click on the Test SMTP Tab to access the SMTP Testing function. The page below will be shown. 

 

Existing values stored in SUPS will be shown by default in the SMTP Server Settings panel, and 
the Email Sender Address will default to a value currently configured against the default Entity’s 
correspondence settings. 

Testing if SMTP Settings are correct 

To test, simply make any configuration changes to the SMTP Server Settings panel, provide an 
email account value in the “To:” field that you have access to and click the “Test SMTP Settings” 
button. If successful, you will receive an email with subject line “Test email” and body content 
“Test email” and optionally an attachment, if that option was selected. 

 

IMPORTANT!  

Any configuration changes you make within this tool while testing are not 
permanently stored and need to be manually written re-entered into SUPS and / or 
Entity Correspondence as required. 
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Trouble Shooting SMTP 

Detailed logging has been built into this page. A log will be displayed of all steps in the 
connection / sending process in the output log pane. 

1. Issues with connecting. The log can hopefully assist with determining the exact point of 
failure. 

2. Issues with performance / speed. The log shows a running timer which provides a 
breakdown of exactly where performance issues originate. The final lines in the window 
after each test will show the total and average time taken for all emails sent if the 
“Number of Emails” field is greater than 1. 

3. The Advanced / Standard SMTP component dropdown allows swapping from our 3
rd

 
party library (Advanced) to using the standard .Net email class (Standard) to rule out 
any issues introduced by our custom component. Note: More detailed logging is 
available from the Advanced option. 

4. An optional attachment can be added to each email. Attachment contents are rendered 
to the output window along with all other log data, so ensure that the attachments are 
very small. 

5. Multiple emails can be sent one after the other to get accurate average timings by 
changing the “Number of Emails” field. 

6. If you are connecting to Exchange as your SMTP Relay and are experiencing errors, 
then please consult APPENDIX J – Configuring Exchange. 
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APPENDIX J – Configuring Exchange 

If you have opted to utilise Exchange as an SMTP relay, then this section applies. 

Configuring Exchange for SMTP Relay should be performed by an IT person with the suitable 
experience. Reckon is not responsible for configuring Exchange or any other aspects of the 
practices’ environment. The below instructions are a guide only and your practice’s standards 
should still be followed.  

Create a dedicated AD Account 

It is recommended that a dedicated AD Account, to be used by Reckon APS, to authenticate 
with Exchange is created. This value should match the Entity / Correspondence page values for 
Invoice Email Sender Address and Statement Email Sender Addr attributes. 

In order to minimise the risk of blacklisting, many ISPs prefer the originator of an email (in this 
case the AD account) to be the same as the Sender Address or “From” field. This AD Account 
should be entered into the SMTP User Name SUPS Setting. 

Create DNS record to point to Exchange Server 

If you would like to use a friendly SMTP Server Name as opposed to the Exchange Server’s IP 
address or expect to need to switch between Exchange Servers then consider using DNS 
Manager to create a new DNS record to point to the Exchange Server.  

Create a new Exchange Receive Connector 

Configure Exchange to allow external SMTP access via the dedicated AD Account on a 
specified Port through a new Exchange Receive Connector. If Exchange is not specifically set 
up to allow external SMTP access, then you may see one of the following error codes when 
trying to send SMTP messages using our test application: 

504 5.7.4 Unrecognized authentication type 
530 5.7.1 Client was not authenticated 

Create and configure a new Exchange Receive Connector. Change its settings as below: 

• Set Authentication Type (Authentication Tab). TLS must be disabled as we only 

support SSL or no encryption (None) 

• Set Permission Groups as required (Permission Groups Tab) 

• Set Port and Network IP range to accept SMTP messages from the Network tab. The 
“Receive mail form remote servers that have these IP addresses” area should 

allow the correct LAN IP Range to include all individual client machines or Terminal / 

Citrix servers that will be used to produce bulk correspondence.  

Confirm permissions of Entity Email Sender Addresses  

The user account specified in the Entity settings “Invoice Email Sender Address” and 
“Statement Email Sender Address” must match or be an alias of the account that has been 
given relay permissions in Exchange.  
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